
Computer whiz Thomas cracks codes in contest
A WITHAM whiz-kld has been named
the county's finest codebreaker In a
ayptography competition filled with
puzzles solved by famed
mathematician Alan Turing.

Thomas Smythe, 16, a pupil at
Maltings Acaclemy, In Spinks Lane,
entered the Alan Turing Cryptography
Competition, hosted by Manchester
University, alone, rather than In a
four-person team.

Each week or fortnight, the
computer coding fan, of Ume Close,
quickly solved mind-boggling
challenges faster than other teams
with multiple members.

He came top out of all the ESsex
competitors and 117th In the UK.

Now in Its fourth year, the
competition 1Mts secondary school
students on puzzles that code-breaker
Alan Turing came up against to solve
the German Enigma machine In the
Second Wortd War.

Thomas, who has taken GCSE
Computing and will take an A-Ievelln

1tIe subject during his spare time next
year, said: -I thought it would be fun
to do it on my own, I really wanted to
tak.e on the challenge. I have done It

for 1tIe past two years In a team and
1tI1syear, Idecided to do It on my own
because nobody else wanted to do It.

-there were eight chapters In total
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and the first few I did really quickly.
"You got a simple dpher such as

letters Jumbled up and you have got
to figure out what it says. Then by
chapter three they threw in imll98S-

-Chapter eight was ridiculously
hard, we had to go through three
different dphers and we had to do
chemical equations. It took me a week
to solve It by working on It after
school and at the weekend. It felt
amazing to come fi~ Ididn't expect
it at all.-
Thomas, who hopes to join the

Royal Air Force as an engineer, Is a fan
of coding compUter games and
launched a Minecraft gaming club In
Year Seven, which has since evolved
into a popular IT dub. Teacher Claire
Kuczma said: ~mas Is a really
talented computing student who Is
really enjoying taking part in this
challenge. Some students have taken
weeks to solve the problems - he Is
cracking them within an hour. He will
be a star.-


